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The 15th edition of Natyarangam�s week-long annual festival took place from August 12 to 17, 2011 at Narada 

Gana Sabha in Chennai. Having already presented festivals on holy places, holy rivers, saint poets of India, 

composers and so on, this year featured 12 Bharatanatyam artistes, each artiste presenting a modern Tamil 

short story written over the past eight decades followed by a traditional story on parallel lines from the epics, 

puranas, legend or history, by the same artiste. The Natyarangam committee made up of S Kannan, Charukesi, 

KS Subramaniam, S Janaki, Kalpagam Balasubramaniam, Major Gen. A Balasubramaniam, Sujatha 

Vijayaraghavan and R Krishnaswamy, did painstaking research to choose the stories, assisted by resource 

persons Sudha Seshayyan (Puranas), Jaya Srinivasan (Puranas and Theatre) and Pravin Kannanaur (Theatre).  

 

Some specifications were given to the dancers. Each program would contain 3 segments, namely reading of the 

story or its condensed version by one of the readers. The modern short story to be performed first only to 

music with NO LYRICS, but punch dialogues can be used in appropriate places. It could be vocal or instrumental 

comprising of ragam, tanam, svaram, percussion, solkattu /jathis/theermanams. If any song lines form part of 

the original story they may be sung. The parallel story is to be performed next with lyrics chosen from Puranas 

or old literature in any Indian language. The stories should be presented in stylized mode in Bharatanatyam. 

Dancers should use only live music and Indian instruments. Realistic presentation like a drama in mono acting 

should be avoided. The presentations should be Drsya Kavyam (Visual poetry) and not Drsya Natakam (Visual 

drama). The dancer may divide the time for the stories equally into 25 minute segments or into 30 and 20 

minute segments. No segment should be less than 20 minutes.  

 

�Apart from this, we thought this fest will make not only the participating dancers but also dancers and others 

who are watching it, realize the need and the various ways one must get under the skin of the story - the 

context, characterization, being focused, to crystallize and cull out the important parts to make it crisp yet 

effective, sub-texts, climax, etc. And narrating stories are so much a part of any classical dance. It is a lesson 

in exploring the mindscape of the writer and the characters portrayed. It is quite a challenge to choreograph 

and depict the final twist in each short story,� says S Janaki. 
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On the inaugural day, Guru Rhadha was honored for her contribution to Bharatanatyam. The Obul Reddy Award 

for senior dancer went to PT Narendran, Sudharani Raghupathy Award to violinist Kalaiarasan, and 

Vasanthalakshmi Narasimhachari Award to V Karuna Sagari for talent promotion. �Story telling is not new to 

Bharatanatyam. Bharatanatyam needs everything � songs, music instruments, knowledge of the puranas, 

fitness, knowledge of human emotions and so on. To show it�s not a stagnant art, we try to experiment with 

new concepts so youngsters can show their creativity. Man�s basic emotions are the same, whether the story 

line is from the past or now,� said Sujata Vijayaraghavan. 

 

The fest got off to a grand start with the Shridhars from Bangalore, one of the best dancing duos of India. Shridhar 

and Anuradha presented �Sangu Thevanin Dharmam,' a short story by Pudumai Pithan, which was read out by his 

daughter Dinakari Chokalingam. It is dusk and the old woman Murukkupaati Muthachi with furrowed brows and long 

earlobes, bent with age, is at a goldsmith�s workshop, urging him to finish work on a traditional heavy ear ornament 

meant for her daughter�s wedding that is to take place the next morning. Collecting the finished ornament, the woman 

starts walking fast along the jungle path in darkness to get to the next village. She nervously clutches the precious 

packet praying that she will not be waylaid by the bandit Sangu Thevan. She looks over her shoulder nervously as she 

walks fast. She sees a man and is happy to have his company. She tells him about her daughter�s wedding and the 

jewels in her keeping. As she reaches the temple and sees light, she is relieved to have made it through and hurriedly 

takes leave. The man says she is poor, is she not, and presses a money bag into her hands. Happy over this 

unexpected luck, she blesses him and asks him his name. �Sangu Thevan! Name your first grandchild after me!� 

booms Shridhar. The shocked woman drops the money bag. He assures her of his good intentions and disappears. The 

whole piece was performed admirably and evocatively to instrumental music. Shridhar as the goldsmith Thangavel 



aasari and majestic but menacing bandit Sangu Thevan gave a fine portrayal of might mixed with humour, and 

Anuradha as the anxious old woman wrapped in a shawl was equally superb.  

 

The next story �Thirumangai Mannan,� the last of the Azhwars (Thirumangai Azhwar) was about another type of bandit. 

The king hailing from the Kallar community falls for beautiful dancer Kumudavalli. To get Thirumangai Mannan initiated 

into Vaishnavism, she agrees to marry him only if he promised to feed 1008 poor Vaishnavites in the temple every 

day. He agrees and so life goes on till all his money runs out. She then tells him to rob to feed the poor and he resorts 

to bandit thievery in the forests. One day, Lord Ranganatha and his consort come to the forest as an ordinary couple 

to test him and Thirumangai Mannan waylays them threatening with a spear. Shridhar beautifully motions Anuradha to 

remove one jewel after another till only her toe-rings remain. She pretends to be unable to remove them, so he tries 

to yank them off � Shridhar actually falls back in the attempt, face mirroring his astonishment as he sees the divine 

couple appear in their wedding splendor. The sight moved the reformed ruler, who became Thirumangai Azhwar. This 

item gave scope for dance sequences and abhinaya.  

Shridhar was compelling as the love struck ruler, feared bandit, repentant thief and enlightened 

azhwar. Anuradha as the charming dancer, persuasive wife and divine being testing her subject was 

equally convincing. Both items were choreographed intelligently and there was never a dull 

moment. The orchestra comprised of Balasubramania Sharma on vocal, Prasanna Kumar on 

nattuvangam, HS Venugopal on flute, Harsha Samaga on mridangam, Madhusudan on violin.  

 
 

 


